
TERM 1
WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 1 -  2022

INQUIRY FOCUS
To investigate our material world by asking questions about
the materials around us. 
To make connections to the past and determine what
materials have changed over time and how we can become
more sustainable. 
To predict, hypothesise and problem solve.

Help me at home by including me in discussions around
problem-solving or by asking my opinion on materials and
their use.

PERSONAL GOALS
To choose a personal reading goal for Term 2 to work on
during reading to self time, guided reading sessions and
one-on-one sessions with teachers and educators.

You can help me at home by reading with me each day
and recording this in my Home Reading log.

LITERACY
To read with strategies such as blending, chunking, exploring
meaningful connections, re-reading and checking for 
understanding. To write and record ideas using capital letters, 
finger spaces, full stops, compound sentences, descriptive language and increasing
vocabulary. To speak and listen with confidence and respect.

Help me at home by encouraging me to read and write about the things that
interest me. Support me by asking questions about the text after I read to aid my
comprehension.

NUMERACY
To investigate a range of addition strategies and how we use
addition in our everyday lives. 
To develop an understanding of patterns, including skip
counting, repeated addition and duration of time.

Help me at home by asking me to add everyday items together
or help to add the cost and pay for small grocery shops.
Challenge me to check the time and report back to you!

OUR SCHOOL VALUES

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE
1TWT - Tuesday
1JBT  -  Tuesday
1MKT - Wednesday
1NFT -   Wednesday
1BMT -  Thursday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL

Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1TWT - Tuesday
1JBT -   Monday
1MKT - Tuesday
1NFT -   Tuesday
1BMT - Wednesday

THE ARTS
1TWT -  Friday
1JBT - Tuesday
1MKT - Monday
1NFT - Tuesday
1BMT - Tuesday

WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 1 -  2022

TERM 2 WEEK 7 - TERM 3 WEEK 6

To be a LEARNER. 
We do this by trying our best, collaborating with others
and asking questions.

You can help me at home by acknowledging my effort in
my learning and encouraging me to persevere when tasks
become challenging. Remind me that learning is a 
life-long achievement!


